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                  CHAPTER NAME : - COLONIALISM AND THE CITY .  ( CH. -6  HIS. ) 

 

TOPIC : - INSIDE OLD CITY . ( DELHI ) . 

 

PAST : -  Canal system for drinking and domestic supply 

 19 century - baolis Wells and channels to remove waste . 

 Shahjahani drains very close to open surface drains were introduced (too overburdened and it 

overflowed ) -  Municipal committee was not willing to spend on good drainage . 

MUGHAL PERIOD :-  Haveli and open Courtyard and Fountains -  decline in 17th and 18th century – Amir 

( Nobleman )  enable to maintain it and Haveli got subdivided and were taken over by mercentile 

class . 

COLONIAL BUNGALOWS -  large single stored structure with each group for nuclear family in 1-2 acre 

separate living dining and bedroom with veranda kitchen table and servant water in separate space . 

MUNICIPAL PLAN -  Old City crowded with 90% per acre will New Delhi Had 3 person per acre 1888 

Lahore Gate improvement scheme by Robert Clark for World City residents keep them away from old 

city two new type of market a squire wear shop would be built . 

Streets in grid pattern with identical width size and character . 

Land divided into equal area to construct neighborhoods . 

Clarkegunj  development was called remained incomplete and could not decongest old city . 

 1936 Delhi improvement trust was established Daryaganj South was built for Indian with houses 

grouped around park and within houses were new rules of privacy different member of the same 

family  had their own private space within the home Herbert Baker architect went to South Africa and 

got connected with Cecil Rhodes ( governor of Cape Town ) designed city of Pretoria in South Africa 

used in Secretariat building in New Delhi Union building and Secretariat were both built the house 

Imperial offices . 
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